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was  more  jobbery,   stupidity  and -human   charity than
bribery."1
Merit is re-     The eighteenth century Parliament was not indifferent
th? House,    to merit.    " In fact, personality, eloquence, debating power,
prestige, counted for more in the eighteenth-century House
of Commons . . . than it does now unless the ' Whips'
are taken off/'2   Hence Newcastle, in 1756, and Rockingham,
in 1766, found it easier to acquire a majority in the House
than to preserve it without an efficient leader.   The Govern-
ment therefore could not afford to neglect merit, and many
of the smaller boroughs where influence was strong were
used to bring in men who could ill afford the expense of
and close      election in larger and more open constituencies.   Walpole,
often*! ro-     both Pitts, and the Earl of Hardwicke sat for close boroughs,
forVsefui     an<3- the numerous seats in the southern part of England
men unable   provided openings into Parliament for "professional poli-
hotiy-con-    ticians, civil servants, and big merchants, for the adminis-
trative and commercial classes concentrated in London."3
It may be true that of the 600 members returned by Cornwall
in the reign of George III, " the representatives eminent
in literary or political life can be counted on the fingers of
the hands,"4 yet it is also claimed that the Cornish boroughs
were " a waiting-room for rising men and a refuge for those
on the downward path/'6   Moreover, of those who entered
Parliament, a very large percentage were able to obtain
some office; on the one hand, this encouraged competition
for seats, but on the other, it maintained a close connection
between Parliament and the   practical administration of
the country.
patronage is     In the absence of party organisation, the use of patronage
maintain      was employed to maintain discipline in the House,   Members
discipline     returned by the use of Government patronage had to vote for
the Government; men returned by the exertions of a patron
were expected to vote for him in the House.   There is little
difference between this and the working of the party machine
today.   In 1784 Soame Jenyns wrote: "A Minister . . .
1 Namier, Structures of Politics, p. 290.    See also pp. 233, 242, 267,
268,273,275.	2 Namier, op. cit.t p. n.
8 Ibid., p. 81,	4 Courtney, Parlt. Rep. of Cornwall, p. xxi.
5 Namier, Structure of Politics, p. 372.

